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SOME REMARKS ON A TERMINAL VALUE 
PROBLEM 
P. CH. TSAMATOS 
(Received April 2, 1985) 
Abstract. Some results concerning the bounded solutions of a terminal value problem for 
differential equations with deviating arguments and a uniqueness theorem for the retarded case of 
this problem are given. 
Key words. Differential equations with deviating arguments, terminal value problems, uniqueness, 
of solutions, asymptotic behavior. 
The purpose of this note is to add some new results in a paper by B. A. Staikos 
and myself entitled "On the terminal value problem for differential equations with 
deviating arguments" [2]. 
In that paper we obtained some theorems concerning the existence and unique­
ness of solutions of the differential equations with deviating arguments 
(E) x'(t) = f(t; J O ^ ) ] , ..., *I>*(0]), 
which satisfy the "terminal" condition 
( Q limx(f) £, 
f->co 
where £eKn and K = R or K = C. The function / : [t0, ao)x(K
n)k -• Kn is 
a locally Caratheodory one and moreover the real-valued functions ai9 i = 1, ..., k 
are continuous on [t0, oo) and, as usually, such that 
lim <Tt(t) =oo (i = 1,..., k). 
* ->co 
Here, we relate the above terminal value problem (E)—(C) with the well known 
one of the asymptotic equilibrium for the equation (£). Moreover we extend the 
uniqueness theorem for the problem (E)—(C) in [2], to a class of equations of the 
form (E) with arguments not necessary of advanced type. 
In [2] we introduced the function ar by 
ar(t) = max\f(t;zl9 . . . ,z k ) | , * = t0, i = 1, ...,fc 
\*i\£r 
and we proved the following theorem. 
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Theorem 1. If for every r > 0, 
00 
(CO \ar(t)dt<co, 
then for every {eJiC" the terminal value problem (E) — (C) has at least one solution x 
on an interval of the form [T, oo). 
Now, we give the following definition. 
Definition. The equation (E) has "asymptotic equilibrium'9 if and only if there 
exists a T > 0 such that for every £ e Kn there exists a solution x of(E) defined on 
[T, oo), such that lim x(t) = t; and for every solution x of (E) defined on [T, oo), 
f-»oo 
the lim x(t) exists in Kn. 
f-»ao 
Thus, from this point of view, we can say that under condition (Cx) the equa-
tion (E) satisfies a part of this definition. 
Results for the asymptotic equilibrium of retarded differential equations can 
be found in [1], [3] and [4]. Condition (Ct) is not sufficient for the asymptotic 
equilibrium of the equation (E). This done clear by the following example. 
Example 1. Condition (Cj) is satisfied for the retarded differential equation 
*'(0-4wVo>? < = !> 
r 
but this equation has the solution x(t) = t2, for which lim x(t) is not finite. 
f-*oo 
In spite of the above remark, condition (Ct) is sufficient for the existence of the 
lim x(t) for every bounded solution x = x(t) of(E). That is the first of main results 
f->co 
in this note. 
Proposition 1. If the condition (Ct) holds, then for every bounded solution x = 
= x(t) of(E) the lim x(t) exists in Kn. 
f-*oo 
Proof. Let x = x(t), t ^ t0 be a bounded solution of (E) for which | x(t) \ < r, 
t ^ t0, where r > 0. Then for an arbitrary e > 0 by (Cx) we choose a T = t0 
so that 
J ar(t) dt < e and min at(t) ^ f0 • 
T t £ T 
i = l k 
Then for any tx ,t2inR with t2 ^ tt ^ T we have 
I x(t2) - x(tx) | = f| f{t; x[a,(t)l ..., x{ak(ty]) \ dt = (ar(t)ds g Jar(t)dt < s. 
fi tx T 
Therefore, Cauchy criterion gives that lim x(t) exists in Kn. 
t-*co 
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In [2], we deal also with the uniqueness of solutions of the terminal value 
problem (£) —(C). More precisely in [2] we proved the following result. 
Theorem 2. If the equation (E) is of advanced type and for every compact subset B 
of the space (Kn)k9 the function f satisfies 
(C2) \f(t;xl9...9xk)-f(t;yi9...9yk)\£LB(t)Z\xi-yi\ 
for every t = t0 and (xl9 ..., xk)9 (yi, ..., yk) in B9 where LB is a real valued function 
with 
(C3) f LB(t) < oo, 
then the terminal value problem (E) — (C) has at most one solution on an interval 
of the form [F, oo). 
By appropriate examples in [2] we prove that the uniqueness of solutions of the 
terminal value problem (E) — (C) fails in the case where (E) is not advanced type. 
In order to extend the result of Theorem 2 to a class of retarded type (or mixed 
type) equations, we establish the following notations. 
Without loss of generality we suppose that the arguments ai9 i = 1, ..., m 
(1 = m ^ k) in (E) are of retarded type and the rest arguments are of advancend 
type. Also, we denote by S the set of common fixed points of the arguments ai9 
i = 1, ..., m. That is 
S = {t = t0 at(t) = t for all i = 1, ..., m}. 
Moreover the functions ai9 i = 1, ...,m satisfy a condition of "weak mono-
tonicity" with respect to the set S. More precisely, for any seS 
at(t) = s for every t = s (f =- 1, ..., m). 
Results for such retarded equations appeared in [3]. 
Proposition 2. Suppose that conditions (C2) and (C3) of Theorem 2 are hold 
and the set S is unbounded above. Then the terminal value problem (E) — (C) has 
at most one solution on an interval of the form [T9 oo). 
Proof. We assume that x and y are solutions of the terminal value problem 
(E) -(C). Then, because of limx(t) = lim><0 = & for any e > 0 and some T0 ^ t0 
we have 
| x(t) | = K | + e and | y(t) | = | £ I + e for every t = TQ. 
Because of the above unboundedness of S we can assume, without loss of generality, 
that T0eS. 
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Then, for i = 1, ..., k and every t ^ F0 we have 
x(t) G B, y(t) e B, x[*,(0] e B and y[o-f(0] e B, 
since for every t _i T0 we have (rf(t) ^ T0 (i = 1, ..., k). 
We consider now the function LB and, because of (C3), we choose a FeS, r ^ F0, 
so that 
| L B ( s ) d s ^ y k - . 
Thus, taking into account condition (C2) and the fact that at(t) ^ T(i = 1, ..., m) 
for all r ^ T, for every t ^ T we have 
I x(l) - y(01 ^ J I / (s ; x[<Xi(s)], ..., x[<7fc(s]) - / (s ; y^t(s)], ..., ^ ( s ) ] ) | ds = 
t 
g f LB(s) £ | X[<T,.(S)] - ^ ( s ) ] I ds £ /cp(T) f LB(s) ds <: ^ p - , 
where p(F) = sup {| x(s) - y(s) \ : s e [F, oo)}. Therefore p(F) g 1/2 p(F) and so 
P(r) = 0, which proves the Proposition. 
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